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ABSTRACT
The notion that conversational speech is rhythmically organized
has been explored in a variety of disciplinary frameworks, but
the acoustic phonetic basis for this notion has been problematic.
Intensive analysis of a one-minute fragment of dialogue between
two American men utilizing segmental and prosodic analysis
reveals a hierarchy of units that appear to establish rhythmic
coherence across utterances within and across speakers.  The
prosodic analysis utilizes spectral frequency, magnitude and
phase data resulting from FFTs of normalized f0 and intensity
records from overlapping 8-second frames.  The segmental
analysis utilizes spectrographic-based temporal data specifying
word units and vowel onsets.  The two types of data are
interpreted together to associate specific sinusoidal models
(phase, frequency, and magnitude) with specific speech events
(e.g., sequences of utterances, chains of prosodic prominence or
word stress intervals, or dyadic events such as question-answer
sequences or simultaneous speech onsets).

1.  INTRODUCTION
Impressions of rhythmic organization in conversational speech
have been noted by many authors.  In one of the most
comprehensive approaches to this topic, Couper-Kuhlen [5] has
synthesized literature and analysis techniques from linguistics
and pragmatics to support the thesis that English speech rhythm
functions as a metric for the “contextualization” of turn-
transitions.  She claims that this metric establishes “various
marked and unmarked options” making possible “situated
interpretations of meaning in everyday discourse” (p. 297).  The
methodology by which these claims are supported and
illustrated begins with a perceptual approach by which
“rhythmic structures must first be identified through multiple
listenings” (p. 78).  The perceptual analysis identifies episodes
of isochrony occurring at any of at least five levels of a prosodic
hierarchy (syllable, foot, phrase, intonation phrase, and
utterance span), but requires the identification of single
isochrony chains.  These chains are then validated by
spectrographic measurement of interval durations between
vowel onsets of perceptually prominent syllables, and “tolerance
levels for variability can be expected to range from 0-30/40%
(difference to prior interval duration)” (p. 78).

There seems to be general agreement in the literature that
isochrony has a gestalt-like perceptual basis (and some might
say that it is only a perceptual phonemonen), but the Couper-
Kuhlen method may nonetheless be vulnerable as a
fundamentally “emic” approach.  It therefore fails to specify, or
even require, a phonetic level of description.  As such, the
approach is not likely to support investigations oriented to cross-

linguistic comparisons or to spoken language processing by
machines, two goals that are potentially of great significance in
modern studies of speech communication.  Moreover, the
methodology invites skepticism due to its tautologous nature:
Couper-Kuhlen’s very claims that “marked,” i.e. syncopated or
non-isochronous, turn transitions have discoursal meaning,
necessarily admit the possibility that perceptions of isochrony
are conditioned by the discoursal significance of the episode.
While studies of this type may have great face validity, an
autonomous phonetic level of description is clearly required.

Buder and Eriksson have been developing an acoustic
phonetic approach to the study of conversational prosody [1, 2,
3, 4].  The goal of this work has been to support impressions
that conversational speech exhibits both prosodic coherence
across utterances by the same speaker as well as prosodic
synchrony across speakers.  Buder has used autocorrelation
analyses of f0 to demonstrate rhythmic precursors to
simultaneous speech onsets [1], demonstrated episodes of
synchrony via spectral analysis of f0 [2], and extended such
analyses to intensity data with applications to pathological
speech samples [4]. Buder and Eriksson [4] have investigated
extended samples of conversational exchange in both American
English and Swedish, finding similar patterns of interpersonal
synchrony in both languages. The objective techniques
employed in these studies may also support claims such as those
forwarded by Couper-Kuhlen [5]. The results described in this
paper suggest that time-series analysis of conversational
prosodic data can in fact identify rhythmic units at more than
one level of temporal organization.

2.  METHOD
Full details of the prosodic analysis methods can not be
accommodated in this brief report.  Therefore, a general
overview is provided in this section, and further methodological
details are illustrated in the next section by review of a sample
analysis.

2.1.  Recording and Parameter Extraction.
For a detailed analysis of conversational prosody it is probably
essential that recordings be made with contact microphones
adhered to the throats of the participants.  The sample provided
below was recorded with the use of accelerometers [2], and
piezoelectric film may also be adapted for use as contact
microphone transducers [3, 4].  One advantage of contact
microphone technology is the optimal quality of the laryngeal
signal for f0 analysis, but such signals are especially valuable for
the resolution of single speakers in the common conversational
event of simultaneous speech.  For intensity analysis of the
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adiated speech signal, however, normal lavaliere microphones
must also be used, but the resolution of single speakers during

simultaneous speech can be guided by concurrent display of the
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Prosody Spectra, seconds 6 to 14

Figure 1. Spectral analyses of a selected frame of conversational data from speakers A and B. Left-hand panels display f0 analysis and
right-hand panels display intensity analysis. The top two panels in each section display spectra (smoothed in solid lines and
unsmoothed periodograms in the dashed lines) of the two speakers separately (with magnitudes expressed in percentage variation
around the sample mean). The lower panels display bivariate spectral information for the two speakers combined: the undotted lines
depict bivariate cross-spectra to show frequency-dependant covariation between the signals (with scales on the right axes), and the
dotted lines depict the absolute values of the frequency-dependent phase differences between the signals (with scales on the left axes).
The horizontal frequency axes common to the three spectral displays in both sections are scaled on the lower axis in Hz.

contact microphone signals.

2.1.  Processing of the Prosodic Data.
For the present data, prosodic extraction was performed in the
CSpeechSP environment utilizing center-clipped autocorrelation
analysis of the contact microphone signals for f0 extraction and
RMS analysis of lavaliere microphone signals for intensity
extraction.  These analyses were then exported at 240 samples
per second and down-sampled in two successive median
smoothing operations (5, then 3 points) to 16 samples per

second.
The data are then further transformed prior to FFT analysis

by 1) framing into 128 point (8 s) sections with 48 point (3 s)
overlaps, 2) normalization of each person’s data to their overall
standard deviation, in this case for 59 s of surrounding speech,
and 3) detrending and cosine edge tapering.  Each frame was
also normalized to its mean, but prior to this step gaps in the f0

data are
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Figure 2. Sample prosodic data from 15 seconds of conversation between two American men: speaker A in filled circles and speaker B
in hollow circles. F0 data in the top panel and dB data in the lower panel are time-aligned.  See text for explanation of sinusoidal
models (A models in solid lines and B models in dashed lines).

also “padded” with the frame mean.  The data were then
subjected to univariate and bivariate FFT analyses for
transformation into spectral and cross-spectral magnitudes.
Phase coefficients from the respective speakers’ spectra were
differenced and the absolute values plotted for a cross-phase
spectrum display.  See Figure 1 for sample output from these
processing steps.

2.1.  Segmental Analysis.
The sample was glossed into a rough word onset timed
transcript using cursoring of spectrographic displays, and vowel
onsets were subsequently identified spectrographically by
concurrence of perceptual and visual criteria.  Independently
performed transcriptions and vowel onset timing decisions were
then cross-checked by both authors.  See Table 1 for a sample of
the resulting transcription.

3.  RESULTS

Figure 2 and Table 1 summarize some sample results supported
by analysis output such as that displayed in Figure 1.  For

example, the prosody spectra for speaker A in Figure 1 show
clear magnitude peaks near 0.5 Hz and 2 Hz in both f0 and dB,
reflecting 2 s and 0.5 s cycles in those data.  Because one
interpretative goal is to detect episodes of interpersonal
synchrony, the selection of these frequencies was also guided by
the spectral peaks in speaker B, and the phase relationship
between the two speakers.  Therefore, model fitting was also
based on phase relationships; see for example the region of low
absolute phase differences in the vicinity of 0.5 Hz in the phase
spectrum of the dB data (lowest right-hand panel of Figure 1).
For final selection of a dB rhythm for speaker A, energy in the
vicinity of 2.0 Hz in both f0 and dB data (seen also in spectral
analysis of this speaker in the preceding frame from 3-11 s, not
displayed) was included to fit a sum of two sinusoids: this is the
solid line model seen in the dB section of Figure 2.  The phase
alignment of speaker B’s 0.5 Hz (2.0 s period) cycle is also
evident in his dB model for that frame (dashed lines in Figure
2).  Finally, Figure 2 also includes phase-aligned fits of 2 Hz
(0.5 s period) cyclic f0 models from the preceding frame.  The
interpretation of these cycle models was completed by
observation that the cycle features (generally the dB peaks and
the f0 declinations) aligned fairly neatly and regularly
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Table 1. Segmental analysis of sample displayed in Figure 2, including gloss, vowel onset time in ms, and salient rhythmic alignments
of sinusoidal models marked with •.
Speaker A f0 dB Speaker B f0 dB Speaker A, cont. f0 dB Speaker B, cont. f0 dB
gloss vowel 0.5s 0.5s 2.0s gloss vowel 0.5s 2.0s gloss vowel 0.5s 0.5s 2.0s gloss vowel 0.5s 2.0s
nothing 266 be 6446

498 done 6560 • •
to 681 with 6705
think 806 three 6948
about 994 yeah 1000 exams 7168 •

1110 (pause6)
(pause1) (pause1) and

I 1454 week 7971 • • one 7889 •
know 1610 more 8080
(pause2) from 8194 tomorrow 8193
I'm 1910 today 8290 • • • 8306 • •
looking 2043 8395 8348

2166 will 8551 (pause7)
forward 2348 be 8705

2465 great 9038 • •
to 2645 • (pause3)
(pause3) week 10347 • • when 10334 •
well 3149 from 10597 is 10412
I'm 3326 today 10730 your 10651
really 3438 • 10796 • • •

3556 final 10862
(pause4) will 10947 11045

a 3872 y'know 3774 • be 11073
about 3883 great 11419 •

month 4055 • 4041 (pause4) in 11281
(pause2) well 4421 • com-arts 11568

a 4567 11722
week 4661 Thursday 12065
from 4894 but 12298 12263
today 5040 • yea 12600 • • also 12368 •

mm 6190 • 5175 same 12888 12576
would 5243 time 13081 • (pause8)
be 5373 I 13268
kind 5512 think 13427 •
a 5647
good 5791
(pause5)

with vowel onsets of segmental units, as marked in Table 1.
These results tend to capture rhythmic units corresponding to
word stress rhythms, and phrases on the order of the breath
group, though note that the units so specified do not necessarily
correspond to syntactic structures.  These are just a few of the
rhythmic unit validations observed in an altogether 59 s sample
analyzed for this report, but space limitations in this report
prevent a complete accounting of all such observations.  The
results reported here are intended only to illustrate the acoustic
phonetic method by which such validations can be made, but the
samples illustrate that multiple, hierarchically related prosodic
rhythms can be detected to support observations of coherence
across utterances and synchrony across speakers.
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